Guest Feedback for our Condos – 105 & 310 Lucaya Loop, Bahama Bay Resort
Date

Guest Comments

Guest’s Name

30-Mar-2019

Always fun at Bahama bay ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

John H, USA

We’ve stayed at Bahama Bay several times. It does not disappoint. It’s a casual, relaxed atmosphere. This stay was enjoyable, as always. The
condo was in good shape.
29-Mar-2019

Very nice resort. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
This was our 6th year staying at BBR. We really like the amenities there. We also really enjoyed our stay in Lisa's unit. We were pleased with the
condition of the unit and the amenities she provided. She was great to work with. We're looking forward to staying in her unit again next year.

Chris and Johnnie
Jones, USA

Chris and Johnnie
9-Jan-2019

Great location, Great amenities! ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

C Sack, USA

You can't beat the bang for the buck! Quiet, safe, great location, great amenities, beautiful property! Clean and nicely furnished. Great layouts of
condos. Parks, pools, we did Disney one day, a short 15 minute drive, and Clearwater the next. Great location for a great family vacation. A little
off the beaten path, so not stuck in high traffic. Short drive to anywhere.
20-Aug-2018

A fantastic family base on a fab resort ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Lucy Lenton, UK

Had a great stay at Lisa's property. Perfect for our needs with decent bedrooms and all the equipment you could want. Well presented, the
resort is a great place to chill out for a few days. Our kids loved the splash pad and we often had the pool closest to the condo to ourselves.
Friendly and helpful resort staff, a light bulb was replaced within 30 mins of reporting it. Contact from the owner was great, lots of info
provided which was very helpful. Would certainly recommend the property and hope to visit again some day.
18-Aug-2018

Our stay was great, the condo and resort amenities were perfect. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

April Sagraves, USA

The condo was exactly as discribed and had all of the extras promised for cooking and cleaning. There were many amenities to occupy the kids
and several for the adults as well. I will definitely be staying here again!
27-July-2018

The comforts of home when you're away from home. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

T Mitchell, Pittsburg

This was our second year staying in the property and I it was all that we expected. Staff were Very helpful and polite. Very clean and cozy. The
owner is wonderful as well and made everything easy when booking. We plan to stay here again next year as well.
20-July-2018

Lisa
Thank you for your email.
We had a great time at Bahama Bay, everything went pretty much as we had hoped. We probably didn’t use the resort facilities as much as we
thought, due to being out and about all day, but it was nice to come back to the space of the apartment at night.
One small suggestion - maybe some coat hooks just inside the door might be good to hang wet ponchos.*
We normally stay on Disney with free dining Plan, and it was a nice to go back to some old favourite eateries during our week at Bahama Bay.
We have not planned our holidays for next year, but will definitely be back in touch if Florida is on the cards.
Thanks again
Ritchie
*We will be looking into this suggestion shortly

R Malcolm, UK

28-May-2018

My party of four adults and two young children stayed in the ground floor apartment at the Bahama Bay Resort and we were not disappointed.
The apartment was large, clean, roomy and very well appointed. The resort itself was perfect for our needs, the kids loved the pools, manmade
beach & splash zone. The staff were really helpful & the free DVD rental was great for entertaining the kids indoors when it got too hot & great
for the adults when we finally got time to wind down in the evening! The resort is ideally located a short drive from Disney but we could just
have easily have spent two weeks at the Bahama Bay and been perfectly happy. The communication from Lisa the owner was great & she was
happy to answer any questions we had.... and the welcome food pack she organised for us was a god send after a long flight. If we ever head
back to Orlando I would definitely book with Lisa again. Thanks.

G Rigby, UK

1-May-2018

Wonderful place to enjoy your holiday in Florida ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

S Woyen, UK

Have stayed at Bahama Bay some years ago, albeit in a different condo, so we had high expectations for our return visit. These were fully met,
we had a wonderful time, the resort is excellent with All the amenities one could want. Would we recommend Bahama Bay and this particular
condo? Absolutely without reservation.
8-Apr-2018

Lisa
Thanks for taking care of this. I also wanted to let you know we had a great time. Bahama Bay is a very nice resort and your condo is great. It
was perfect for our family. I know you have no control over the weather but it was great and we loved Disney. Thanks for everything. It was a
much needed vacation for myself and my family and we could not have asked for a better place to stay.
Adam

A Grybauskas, USA

11-Mar-2018

A wonderful condo ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Lovely 3 bed condo in a great location close to a clubhouse.
Everything you required for a holiday home. The condo was spotless, in good condition and very comfortable.

A Wimbush, UK

If you need Bahama Bay I would recommend every time
14-Feb-2018

Lisa –
I’m sorry for not getting back to you sooner, but I want to let you know that this was the perfect surprise vacation get-a-way for my wife that I
hoped it would be.
I ended up renting three separate villas (including yours) to accommodate all sixteen members of my immediate family, including our five
children, their four spouses and five grandchildren.
The weather was gorgeous; the resort was fantastic, and the accommodations were superb. We all enjoyed swimming in both the adult and
splash pools, as well as, soaking up some sun down by the beach with a refreshing beverage, or two!
Our only regret was having to leave the resort and come back home, only to be greeted by a snow storm that dumped six inches of snow on us
a few hours after our plane touched down.
Rest assured, however, that we will be planning a return trip to the Bahama Bay resort in the near future, and when we do, we will definitely be
contacting you again, as everything in your villa was exactly how we all hoped it would be!
Have a great day!
David & Brenda

Boerner Family, USA

22-Jan-2018

Great stay!!
Wonderful time in Orlando this past week. The condo was extremely nice and clean. The staff was fantastic and quick when checking in on the
night we arrived. Perfect location and easy access to restaurants and the convention center.

Marshall Stott, NC

17-Jan-2018

We loved our vacation @ Bahama Bay in mid Dec'2017 in the condo on the second floor. The owner Lisa is super fast in responding and very
accommodating. We needed to add a day to our stay and Lisa was wonderful in working it out with the management company. She was honest
and upfront with all the fees, no surprises. Great communication! The condo itself was clean and nicely furnished, great size for a family of 6!
On the improvement side, and this is true for several condos at Bahama Bay, the beds are really hard, I would recommend adding a topper or
replacing with softer mattresses, especially for the two queen beds for adults. This was our second time at the resort and we would not
hesitate to come back here again and rent from Lisa!!! I highly recommend this owner.

Dorothy Bednarczyk,
US

20-Dec-2017

I can highly recommend staying in 105 Lucaya Loop, what a wonderful condo, we will definitely return. Lisa was a pleasure to deal with and
replied to any mail I sent almost within the hour. This was a ground floor condo with a lovely pool just around the corner. We didn't use the
onsite restaurant/bar or other pool areas but did pop around for a look and given more time would happily have used them.
Great location, easy drive from the airport, lots of parking right outside the door. I love having separate bedrooms, and washing facilities.
Super fast WiFi which was a nice treat for me. Checked in and out in minutes, nice and quiet around about, peaceful. Supervised gated entrance
and condo is close to entrance/exit. Choice of supermarkets within minutes.

AM Gleeson, UK

21-Nov-2017

Hello Lisa,
Thanks for getting in touch.
We had a wonderful stay in your condo, it was perfect! Very comfortable and spacious. We didn't get to use many of the onsite facilities, other
than the pool and hot tub which were also great.
We have fell in love with Orlando and would love to come again sometime in the next few years so I will certainly keep your accommodation in
mind as it was ideal.
Thank you so much for allowing us to use your property and for all of your advice. I have the holiday blues now, we all had a fab time.
Take care
Joanne

J Cragg, UK

18-Oct-2017

We'd always stayed in a villa before with a private swimming pool but thought we would try a resort now the kids are older, and we weren't
disappointed. There were other families in the same boat and the kids could all play together.

N Rogers, UK

The resort itself is lovely with 4 separate pool areas, all clean and well managed. The facilities are excellent and we will definitely be looking to
go back soon. Can't recommend it enough.
The properties are perfectly sized for us as a family of 4 and gave the kids a bedroom each. The first impression of the property was that it was
a little dark inside but bear with it as this means it does not get too hot inside and therefore does not need much cooling. There was everything
provided for us to enjoy our stay. The location is great, being just 10 minutes from the hustle-bustle of 192 (tourist country) with numerous
bars and restaurants. Travel time to Disney was 20 minutes.
4-Aug-2017

Looking forward to staying again.
We stayed a week for my son’s basketball tournament and I must say everyone was very welcoming. The condo we stayed in was beautiful as
well. Very comfortable. We did book last minute but the owner made it very easy.

28-July-2017

Hi Lisa, sorry for the late reply.
We had a fantastic holiday and everything was how we expected it to be.
The pool bar area had changed since the last time we stayed and it has improved a lot. We ate there a couple off nights.
If we decide to come back to Florida we will be in touch.
Thank you
Janet

Toscha Mitchel,
Pittsburgh US

J Candeland, UK
(repeat guest)

22-July-2017

Hi Lisa,
It was fantastic, really enjoyed ourselves which is why we wanted to return this year. The condo is great with every facility we need for our
family, from it's comfort to simple things like a high chair. Love the complex, the reception is helpful and the small shop useful although no
matter where you turn from the exit, Walmart is never far away. One thing we particularly like is the heated pool, as similar to last year, the
place we moved on to had a freezing pool that our kids didn't like.
It's a great place and away from there, I also like dealing with yourself. I have found it quite awkward with both other places we stayed at, last
year and now. If we return to Florida again, and i'm sure my 12 year old daughter will twist my arm once more, then you can be sure that I will
be in a touch.
It's been a pleasure.
Many thanks and Kind Regards
Andrew

A Clanahan, UK

22-July-2017

I personally want to thank you for working with us and our late request to book. Our stay was beautiful. It was very comfortable and clean.
There was always something to do and it was very family oriented. We are looking forward to booking with you again for the years to come. I
believe we have found our new family vacation spot.

T Mitchell, USA

11-July-2017

Nice Spacious Apartment ★ ★ ★ ★
We had a lovely stay at Bahama Bay. The apartment was lovely and spacious and a cool retreat after the hot and humid climate.

Jane Williams, UK

8-July-2017

Excellent Stay ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Gorman and Cullen
Families, UK

We booked both condos for a big family holiday. Condos were excellent, home from home with everything you could need. Bahama Bay is
really well maintained and secure. The information from the owner was excellent both at initial booking and prior to departure. Will definitely
book this Condo in the future when we return.
8-July-2017

Hi Lisa,
We have just returned from the states today, and the holiday blues are already setting in.
Our stay at bahama bay was perfect and your condo was lovely , spotless and perfect for our stay. We usually rent a villa in Florida but as we
were not doing any parks this year we decided that somewhere with communal area would be more sociable and enjoyable for our boys. We
were right , they enjoyed the snooker tables , table tennis and volley ball, and the pool areas were beautiful.
Tradewinds was our favourite and we ate many good meals there.
It has been a pleasure to deal with you and thank you for letting us use your lively home.
Thanks again and best regards
Gillian and George Smith

Smith Family, UK

2-July-2017

Hi Lisa
We had a lovely holiday. Both apartments were beautiful and had everything we needed. It was the first time my sister and her family had
stayed at Bahama Bay and they said they would definitely go back.
The accommodation was excellent, lovely and clean and really spacious. The facilities on site are excellent as well, pools lovely and clean and
really relaxing after a day in the parks.
We are hopefully going back in a couple of years and I have kept your email address so will be in touch and I have actually passed it on to a
friend who is thinking of visiting in 2018.
Take care, Cheryl

Gorman Family, UK

22-May-2017

Our condo was fabulous and the resort amazing!! Wouldn't want a better location for Disney and all that Orlando has to offer!!!!

Debra Sadler, UK

25-April-2017

We have just returned from our Easter Trip at Lisa's Bahama Bay Apartment. From the start of the booking process to our return in the UK, the
communication has been prompt, reassuring and pleasant. The apartment is very clean, spacious and exactly what you want on holiday,
everything you need is in the apartment. The owners and staff at Bahama Bay were a pleasure to deal with, this was our second stay at
Bahama Bay, first booking with a private owner, I would definitely return to Bahama Bay and I would definitely book with Lisa again, I can't
recommend this apartment enough!!

Clare Family, UK

15-Apr-2017

Our host was easy to deal with, prompt and very pleasant. She even arranged for an early check in. We did not get a chance to use many
amenities at the resort, but the apartment was roomy and comfortable, well appointed and conveniently located. A couple of grocery stores
are within minutes' drive, Disney World within 15 minutes, Universal Studios and airport both under an hour drive away. All in all, a pleasant
experience and stay.

Mirjana Dupalo
Red Deer, Alberta

8-Jan-2017

Oh to be back there now!
We recently stayed here for 2weeks in 310 Lucaya Loop. From our initial contact with Lisa, she was professional, friendly, informative and
prompt. This was our 2nd stay here. 1st in Lisa's condo. It was very clean, comfortable and we had no problems with the Wifi. It was a great
base and we enjoyed the tranquility of the place, the small and larger pools/jacuzzi, Tradewinds (delicious smoothies and chicken wings) the
splash park, nature walk and spending time in the hammocks!
Thank you Lisa.

Howell Family, UK

23-Nov-16

Just returned from our relaxing stay at one of Lisa's apartments at Bahama Bay. Firstly I would like to thank Lisa for her prompt and professional
service at all times. Having previously owned our own rental property in Florida I know it's not easy to be on top of day to day work/family life
and respond to peoples requests etc... in a timely fashion - however Lisa does manage it!
The apartment we stayed in - 310 Lucaya Loop - ticked all the boxes for us and we were made very welcome by all the staff.
We used the quiet pool near the apartment which was well maintained as was the whole resort. We had breakfast in the restaurant once and
had a very enjoyable meal, the only reason we didn't return was due to our plans.
We had cause to point out a couple of maintenance issues on arrival and these were dealt with in a professional manner by Lisa.
All in all we had a great stay at Bahama Bay and would recommend you book via Lisa.

K Crowe, UK

21-Oct-16

Just returned after a 2 week stay at Bahama Bay. This is our second visit - first staying in Lisa's condo.
Firstly Lisa was a pleasure to deal with, very professional & helpful & made the booking stress free.

N. Murray, UK

The condo is lovely, well located on site, spotlessly clean & welcoming. Has everything you require & more. The beds were comfortable & had
quick wifi. My parents joined us for a week & they are already thinking about going again next year as they loved it as much as us.
We ate in restaurant which we enjoyed (alcohol a little expensive but we still managed a couple!) Gardens are so well kept & lovely. Pool areas
well equipped with lots of sunbeds, umbrellas etc. My 3 year old loved the kids splash pool. It was a lovely relaxing place to go back to after a
busy day at the parks (was about 20 mins drive to Disney). Restaurants/supermarkets just a few mins drive away.
All in all we had a great stay & would recommend the resort & booking through Lisa :-)

13-Sept-16

On returning from our recent stay at Lisa's condo (105 Lucaya Loop), I can honestly say the whole family loved the condo. The condo is bright,
spacious and spotlessly clean and fresh smelling. The beds are extremely comfortable and the rooms are furnished to match the theme of
Bahama Bay.

The Hulse Family, UK

Bahama Bay itself is ideally located, only a short distance from restaurants, supermarkets and local amenities. The resort is well kept with
several pools, including a splash pool (which my 2 year old loved), restaurants, shop and 24 hour security.
Lisa, the owner is extremely professional. She is very friendly and approachable and no question goes unanswered. She always replied promptly
to all my emails. This is the first time I have booked accommodation direct and Lisa has encouraged me to book this way again due to her
customer care and professionalism.
I have already recommended Lisa to some friends and wouldn't hesitate booking to stay in this villa again.
Thanks again, Lisa.
The Hulse family
6-Sept-16

Bahama Bay is a beautiful resort. We stayed at 310 Lucaya Loop for three weeks - the apartment was clean, spacious and had everything we
needed for an independent holiday. We loved the smaller, quiet pool located near the apartment, and would enjoy many a sunny morning
there before we would leave for the parks, which were no more than a 20 minute drive away. Publix and Walmart are also no more than a 10
minute drive from the resort too. Will definitely return to the resort.

FosterFamily, UK

31-July-16

Dear Lisa,
Many thanks for your e mail and I apologise for not having replied sooner I don't know where the time has gone since we got back.
I am delighted to say that we had a great time at our stay at the Bahama Bay resort and we were all delighted with Deon's condo which far
exceeded our expectations. We very impressed with the size of all the rooms, the quality of the furnishings and facilities and the comfort
throughout. What a fantastic base to have in a resort that offered so much.
I can't speak highly enough either of all the staff that worked there. From the seamless check-in to the friendliness of the security and
maintenance staff, they all helped to make the stay at the Condo so nice.
I don't have anything negative to say at all, and once again would like to thank you personally for all the service and assistance you provided us
this year in the time prior to us departing for our holiday.
Needless to say I would highly recommend Bahama Bay resort and yourself for condo rentals and would not hesitate to contact you should we
look to return some time in the future.
Kind regards, Steve

Steve Luke, UK

24-Jul-16

Hi Lisa
Your place was amazing, so comfortable, clean, modern, a great location that is so close to all the attractions and eating places. Loved Bahama
Bay, it's a fantastic place that is well maintained, with good facilities and swimming pools that are slightly heated and a joy to enter.
We were actually in florida for 14 days but found it a bit too hot for a young family so we were at the parks first thing and left before 1pm, your
cool box advice was used and appreciated.
Our last 4 days took us down to Naples, where I was looking for it to be slightly cooler, and to a similar place to Bahama Bay. Accommodation
was much the same but smaller and with a very old TV system. The pool there was again similar but wasn't heated, my kids wouldn't enter that
one and were in the one at Bahama bay for hours each day.
In short loved the place, liked all your tips and mails and would love to hopefully return one day. I will be recommending your place to anyone
looking to visit Florida.
Many thanks, Andrew

Andrew Clanahan, UK

18-Jun-16

Hi Lisa,
Sorry for the delay in the reply, we didn't get back until Monday and i have been slowly getting back in to the routine of life this week!
The accommodation was lovely - the pictures don't really do it justice, it felt much larger inside than the pictures showed, perhaps it was the
high ceilings! The pools around the property were also great, the kids loved them and the staff were helpful at the main reception on check in /
out and for anything else we needed. We didn't have any negative comments about the property and should we visit Orlando again we
wouldn't hesitate to stay there!
Thank you for constantly staying in touch before our stay, the wonderfully informative information pack you sent through and help with any
questions I had - perfect host!
Jenny 😀

Jenny Sample, UK

2-Jun-16

We have not long returned from spending a week at one of Lisa's condos at Bahama Bay. We were in Building 7, Apartment 105.
The condo exceeded both of our expectations. It is so much bigger than it looks on the online photos. They really don't do it justice! It is so
spacious! Everything is clean and fresh and it has everything you need! We absolutely loved it! It really felt like home for a week! The WiFi was
great too!
The resort itself is fantastic. The amenities are fantastic and the staff are really nice and friendly! We pools were never busy and there are
plenty to choose from! We also loved the nature walks. Just lovely!
We wouldn't hesitate to return to Bahama Bay and Lisa's condo.

Rachael Peachey, UK

11-May-16

We found the apartment and Bahama Bay resort both very good and we found we had everything we needed in both the apartments and the
resort.
The location was ideal, the staff were very helpful and quick at dealing with issues (we had a blocked toilet, electric door lock battery needed
replacing as the card stopped working and the smoke alarm battery needed changing and they resolved all the same morning as calling them).
The swimming pools were good although busy, it was great to have a good supply of towels in the apartments so we didn't have to worry about
bringing them.
The children loved having their own TVs in their bedrooms!
The only slight negative was a few nights there was a lot of noise from the apartment above but this only kept us awake on one occasion.
The owners were very professional and helpful and provided us with all the information we needed before we went including the maps and
directions from the airport (which was great as we were very tired by the time we got the car). They were very approachable to ask questions
by email and were in touch when you would expect so I wasn't worried we would turn up and not have an apartment booked or something! It
was reassuring to get the information packs and emails from them in the run up to help plan our stay.
We had a fabulous holiday and would recommend the apartments to others and if we return to Florida (which we would love to) we would
definitely think of booking with you again

Francis Family, UK

1-Mar-16

Another Great Stay!
I have stayed at Bahama Bay many times and as always it was a great experience. I am never disappointed when staying here. First time in this
particular condo and it was fabulous as well. I will always recommend staying here and the owner was fabulous to work with and made the
booking process very easy. Great stay!

Christi Black,
Alabama, US

29 – Feb-16

Lisa
Thanks for allowing us to stay at your property. We had a wonderful stay and the accommodations were perfect.
Thanks,
Darla

Darla Gibson
Dream Big Baseball,
Inc.

21-Jan-16

I wanted to drop you a quick note to tell you we all had an amazing time. Thanks again for sharing your places with us.
I asked everybody and there were no complaints from anybody once we learnt how to operate the heat controller.
Will recommend all your places.
Yvette

Y Nakamoto, Canada

8-Jan-16

Thank you Lisa. We arrived to find everything lovely! We met some wonderful people from Canada at the restaurant pool this afternoon and
had a fabulous time. Everything so far confirms that we made the right choice when we rented here at Bahama Bay. Thank you again for
sharing your condo with us.
Judy and Pat

The Sullivans, Canada

23-Nov-11

Hi Lisa,
Thanks for your email.
We had a lovely time at Bahama Bay thank you, I've been there before so knew what to expect, but my dad was very pleasantly surprised with
the accommodation and amenities.
Our unit was very well decorated with all the mod cons you could possibly need. The beds were super comfy with very clean linen, as were the
towels. Location was great, with a short walk to main reception and kiddies pool/area as well as the loop's own pool area which was fab.
Hope you don't mind me pointing out that when we arrived, we couldn't get the TV to work, we had to call reception who said they would send
someone around however no-one came - we managed to sort it in the end the following day by completely turning everything off so it re-set.
Also, we used the oven & hob the night before our return and the controls for the cooker hob were put on in the wrong place, probably after
cleaning, off was actually on, and when we thought it was off .... this was a little bit worrying with the kids. We did speak to reception and I
think they did send maintenance around. If I'm honest we didn't use the items again so can't tell you if they were fixed.
These are all very small niggles and I have to say in NO WAY spoiled our time at the resort, we had a wonderful last few days of our holiday at
Bahama Bay and would definitely re-book if we decided to stay in the Kissimmee area again.
Thanks again for letting us stay in your beautiful home Lisa. Hope to chat again soon once we decide what to do for next years holiday.
King regards
Jackie :-)
* The new TV/cable system now has an explanation sheet available on the coffee table for assistance and
the stove has been replace for a new flat top version with correctly working buttons
Hi Lisa
We loved every min of the holiday. Your apartment was great, and the bed was so comfy, I haven't had a decent sleep since we've been home
We will most definitely return, and I will recommend you to everyone.
Many thanks for such a great stay, you have been so helpful throughout.
We already can't wait to go back.
Jen, Si and Yvie 😊😊😊
Hi Lisa
Just to let you know that we had a fantastic holiday. The apartments at Bahama Bay were fab and so spacious they are on a lovely complex and
ideally situated for all the parks, restaurants and outlets. If we return to Orlando we would definitely choose to stay at your apartments again.
Many thanks again for everything including your directions from Miami which were spot on, the journey was horrendous though due to
torrential rain and lightning!
Kind regards
Jo

15-Jul-15

15-Jul-15

Mather Family, UK

Jo Williams, UK

21-Apr-2015

Lisa,
It was fantastic from start to finish. We had a lovely time in Florida, will certainly go back and the icing on the cake was your apartment.
It had everything you could possibly want, was in a fantastic location and serviced by lovely staff. If you need me to write a testimonial or
comment for a website let me know. We would certainly recommend the apartment to our friends, it is absolutely perfect for Disney.
The only issue we had was finding it in the dark
Thanks for everything
Andrew

Andrew Burns, UK

18-Mar-15

Dear Lisa,
We very much enjoyed our stay at this unit in February. Everything was as described in your brochures. We would like to have rental rates for
next February in same unit. Thanking you in advance.
Paul & Ann Petersen

Petersen Family,
Canada

18-Jan-15

Hi Lisa
Everything has been great so far, the welcome pack was there for us thanks. Meant to be slightly chilly today here but definitely warmer than
home.
Thanks
Iain
We have just spent 3 nights at Lisa's condo and can only echo previous reviews :)
The condo was clean, bright and spacious and came with everything you would need from a holiday home. We had 6 in our party and had
ample room. This was our 1st visit to Bahama Bay Resort and won't be the last, Very well kept throughout, clean pools, immaculate grounds
and friendly staff.
If you are thinking of booking Lisa's condo one thing you will get is a professional service, from day one the booking process was faultless! Lisa
is a pleasure to deal with!
100% recommended and hope to stay a little longer next time ;)
Hi Lisa
Sorry for not messaging you sooner. We've been so busy since we got home.
We had such a lovely time and really enjoyed our stay at Bahama Bay. The staff at the resort were kind and helpful. The apartment was lovely
and very well maintained with everything we needed.
We would definitely stay there again on our future visit to Orlando.
Thanks for making our stay in Orlando relaxing and hassle free.
Kind regards
Mark & Ange

Iain Morrison, UK

Hi Lisa
Just a quick email to say we are back from BB safe and well. We had a fab time, everything went smoothly. The apartment was brilliant and we
had no problems at all. Especially enjoyed the pool at the back of you. Some days it was like having are own pool as there was nobody about.
Thanks again and we will be in touch if we go back again.
Caroline

Caroline Smethurst, UK

27-Sept-14

18-Aug-14

26-May-2014

Stuart Goulden, UK

Mark Ranson, UK

23-Jan-2014

Hi Lisa,
We had a great time at your apartment. We are just about to leave. We paid reception 45 Dollars for a 2pm check out.
Bahama Bay is a lovely resort and in a great location. The weather has been up and down but its been great to see the sun every day. Even on a
cool day we have sat at the pool even though the locals are all wrapped up.
We had to get maintenance to enter via a window to replace the door entry batteries. The safe battery says it is low but it is working fine. Lastly
we did see some ants some days in the two bathrooms around the vanity units. They seem to have mostly gone now, you may want to check it
out. Just small things that did not affect our stay but maybe you need to know about.
Many thanks again for a lovely stay.
Terry Fulton

Terry Fulton, UK

28-Dec-13

We stayed in this family apartment on the wk of the 29th Dec 2013 to cater for two adults and two 14yr old boys, this was a perfect apartment
for us, large, clean and perfect also great for the boys to have a separate bathroom from our ensuite, I would highly recommend this
apartment. The apartment complex was welcoming and clean and the heated outside pools were great for the boys. Local shop close by was
also great! Overall a perfect stay. 5/5

Geoff Kirkham, West
Sussex

30-Oct-13

Dear Lisa,
Yes, we arrived back in good Old Germany safely. We had a wonderful Holiday in Orlando in your Apartment, everything was so fine.
Therefore we stayed in Bahama Bay once two years ago it was like coming home...
The apartment looked similar to that one we had the first time. And it was very quiet, we had no neighbours right beside us. So we had
wonderful holidays from the first minute to the last.
Just one thing about the apartment: when we wake up the first morning we certainly at first liked to use the coffee machine. We found the bin
broken - but this was not a big problem, the front desk brought immediately a new machine.....!!!!
So, the weather was fine, the theme parks not as crowded and the outlets like they used to be :-)))
We will come back as soon as possible.... Bahamas Bay is a great place to stay!!!!
And you were right, some things have changed the last two years, the restaurant is better now and the splashing pool for the kids is wonderful
... We stayed three days at Aquatica, so we didn't need the pools as much as we liked to use them.....
Hopefully I will hold the feeling of holiday for a long time. So we'll be back!
Best Regards
Claudia

Claudia Drühmel
Germany

03-Sep-13

Hi Lisa
Thanks for your email, we have been back a week now and had a fabulous time as we have stayed at the Bahama Bay before we knew what to
expect and were not disappointed.
The apartment was great and all was as described. The staff were great as usual and there were no issues.
Thanks again we had a great time and will be staying with you again and recommending you to our friends.
Patrick
*Guest returning for a second trip in Summer 2014 with 3 other family groups

P Doherty Berkshire,
UK

21-Apr-13

Hi Lisa,
Thank you for your email. We had a fantastic time in Florida and your Bahama Bay apartment was great. Everything was as it should be and the
Bahama Bay staff were welcoming and friendly. We would stay there again and will recommend it to our friends and colleagues.
Many thanks for all your help in fixing up our entire party! We hope you also enjoyed your holiday and returned refreshed!
Again thank you, Kelly and David xx

Kelly & David
Titterington UK

20-Apr-13

Hi!
We had a lovely holiday, Thank-you!! We loved the apartment and Bahama Bay itself… what a wonderful place to stay!!Just to mention one
very small thing we were really looking forward to a nice cup of tea on arrival but the welcome pack only contained coffee. Only a minor thing
but maybe useful to mention to future visitors. We do drink coffee but were heading straight to bed after tiring journey and thought caffeine
not the best idea. The rest of the pack was ideal!
The next time we visit Florida we will be in touch!
Thanks again!
Kind regards,
Steve and Julie
*Owners Comment: I will certainly pass on the request to add some tea to the welcome pack - thanks!

Steve & Julie Chaplin
UK

20-Aug-12

Hi Lisa,
Just wanted to drop you a quick line to let you know we had a FABULOUS holiday. Your spacious and comfortable apartment was a perfect
base for our theme park and other adventures and we saved a lot of time thanks to your clear and very helpful advice.
Now I'm wondering how long it'll be before we can plan another trip!
With best wishes,
Nicki Alderson

Alderson Family UK

17-Aug-12

Dear Lisa
Thank you for your email. Sorry it's taken so long to reply but things seem to slip during the school holidays. However, back to normal now.
We had a lovely stay at your apartment. Everything was very clean and an ideal situation away from the bustle of all things Disney. The small
pools were very welcome and close by with excellent facilities provided. The only thing I thought could have been improved upon was the
restaurant which I thought was slightly run down.* All in all, a lovely place to stay with friendly welcoming staff. We would not hesitate to
return.
Thanks again for all the detailed information you kindly supplied and for being very accommodating with the dates.
Kind regards
Heather Bailey
*Owners Comment: The Restaurant is currently going through some changes so we hope it won't be long before it is back up to a very high
standard.
*Guest returning for a second trip in Summer 2014

Bailey Family UK

28-Jul-12

Hi Lisa,
Had a wonderful holiday, apartment at Bahama Bay was wonderful, plenty of space and everything we needed. Reception staff very helpful
Location was great and we managed to do nearly all we wanted, we didn't manage Busch gardens coz we ran out of steam!! All in all had a
fantastic time and will definitely stay at Bahama Bay when we go back to Florida just got a lot of saving to do.
Thank you for all your help and information as it helped make our holiday.
Diane

Diane Cuttell UK

03-Jul-12

Hi Lisa
I did mean to email you actually to thank you and say what a great time we had. The apartment was very well situated within bahama bay,
being near the main reception/pool etc without being on top of it. The staff were very good, and the whole site was too, as was the apartment,
so if we go back to the area, we'll certainly be in touch again. Oh, and all your documentation and directions were excellent thanks.
The only slight downside was the internet which only worked about half the time. It was a bit of a pain for my work, but they apparently had
problems with their system (Brighthouse I seem to think) and they were trying to fix it, we weren't the only ones concerned and it didn't spoil
our holiday at all.
So many thanks and all the best
Philip
*Owners comment: Apparently there have been some issues with WIFI connectivity recently & Brighthouse have been on property trying to
resolve the problem, which should soon be fixed.

P. Jones & Family
France

25-Jun-12

Hi Lisa,
Sorry I haven't emailed you sooner, everything was very busy when we got back.
The apartment was excellent, exactly as described in your brochure.
The customer service from the Bahama Bay Resort staff was also excellent from check in to checking out, the resort was well maintained and
presented.
I am already recommending the resort and your apartment to friends as i thought it was well furnished, very clean and inviting - a real home
from home.
Once again thanks for helping to make our holiday so memorable.
Regards
Chris

Wright Family United
Kingdom

30-Apr-12

Hi Lisa,
Sorry for the delay in response.
Yes thank you we arrived back home on Sunday last weekend after what was by a long way our best holiday ever !!
Your apartment in Bahama Bay was perfect for our first visit to Florida and once we had our bearings it quickly became our familiar home base
and despite being full during the first week we were there we hardly ever saw anyone around other than at the pool area by the reception
area. The apartment above had a small child in so for the first week it was quite noisy in the morning and early evening as you can hear above
quite clearly but that is no fault of anyone and only an observation.
Many thanks again for everything that made our first trip so much easier, your additional information sheets, communication and general help
was all excellent. We would certainly contact you again if/ when we can ever afford to go again!
Kind regards
Richard
**Owner comment: The buildings are wooden framed, so unfortunately do allow sound to travel more than a brick and concrete building, but I
hope it didn’t disturb you too much. We would love to have you stay with us again in the future, should you ever visit Florida again.

Halton Family UK

23-Apr-12

We actually stayed at 102 Lucaya Loop.. for 9 days onsite. The apartment was spacious and clean. Very pleased to have ordered the food
welcome pack.. All the pool areas were clean, warm and inviting .. Jacuzzis were hot!
We booked all our theme park tickets at the main reception, managed to get some deals, incl. Aquatica and booked Blue Man Group (highly
recommended!)
The resorts own Pizzeria is recommended...very large portions (beware!)
Would thoroughly recommend Bahama Bay
Thank you.

The Cook family,
Walton on Thames,
Surrey

04-Mar-12

Hi Lisa,
We arrived from Florida the last weekend. We stayed one more week at Miami.
We really had a great time at the Bahama Bay Resort. It is a beautiful place and the apartment was so comfortable.
Of course we would like to stay there again, and I would recommend it to my family and friends.
Thanks for everything.
Regards,
Patricia

Patricia Rodriguez
Ecuador

09-Mar-12

Well, what can I say - The apartment was absolutely fantastic, as was the whole holiday.
I don't think we have any complaint at all about the apartment; it was ideal in every possible way. We did not have any problem during our stay
at all with the apartment or the location; everything was so close to hand and the staff and the site itself were great. It did not matter what
question you had for them they were always happy to help you in any way they could. For example, on the first morning the hair dryer burnt
out. We let the staff know and we were given a replacement very quickly.
As for the apartment itself, we couldn't have asked for more. Both I and my wife and our teenage children completely enjoyed staying there.
The rooms and all of the facilities in the apartment were probably the best we have ever stayed in. It is spacious, the decoration lovely and each
of us could have our own space; the children loved having their own room and bathroom. It was particularly helpful to have the washing
machine and tumble dryer as it meant that we could take fewer clothes. It was also good that we were able to use the towels around the pool:
also saving on luggage space. Possibly some kind of rack to put washing on the balcony or in the apartment would have been useful for items
we didn't want to completely tumble or for towels to dry off. We were also particularly glad that we had a WIFI internet connection so the
children could talk to the friends on Facebook and use all the ways of communication they normally use to talk to each other. The selection of
food and drink left for our arrival was very welcome. Thank you!
If there is any complaint it would be the noise of neighbours - above, it seems- who appeared to run around and make noises loud enough to
make us jump at night. We weren't there much during the day, but when we were you wouldn't have known you were part of a big complex.
A totally enjoyable holiday: the best we have had!
We would definitely like to go back one day!
Kind Regards
Terry

Miller Family Surrey,
UK

12-Feb-12

2nd time staying here. It is a GREAT apartment,
super comfortable, and perfectly located to enjoy
the theme parks. Lisa, the owner, is charming.
Check in and out is super easy, arriving too.
AAA+

Steven B,
Lima, Peru,

10-Nov-11

Hi Lisa
We’ve had just the most fantastic time in USA. I must say that your apartment was breath-taking. The whole complex was great; the beach,
the clubhouse; the lake, which my youngest son fished and caught a large turtle! But most of all, the apartment -it was a most gorgeous place
to stay. We will definitely request a booking there again if we return to Orlando -and would highly recommend.
Kind regards
Helen & Dave Nelson

Helen & Dave Nelson,
Chester

30-Aug-11

Returned this morning from 12 days in Bahama Bay. We had just spent 4 days in New York and arrived at the resort at midnight. It was a
pleasure to walk into a lovely, spacious and clean apartment and we really enjoyed spending time and relaxing by the pools. Would definitely
recommend this resort.

Sue Humphreys,
Chesham,

30-Aug-11

Hi Lisa,
we had a wonderful week at the Bahama Bay and your apartment was lovely, comfortable and spacious, thank you.
Here is some feedback with suggestions:I don't know if you are aware, but there are a couple of rings not working on the cooker. However, this did not affect us as we only used one
ring for boiling the kettle.
A clothes horse/airer would have been very useful, as majority of our clothes could not go in the dryer. I ended up hanging all the wet clothes
on hangers in the wardrobe & the air conditioning dried them.
A couple of golf umbrellas in the apartment would have been a godsend, as we had a few thunderstorms & got drenched just going to & from
the car!
The beach bar at Mambos no longer has sky TV, to my son's disappointment; apparently they have not renewed their licence.
Apart from the very minor points above, all-in-all we had a wonderful week and felt very comfortable and at home in your apartment. The hotel
staff were as courteous and helpful as they were last year and I would recommend the Bahama Bay and your apartment, without hesitation.
Many Thanks and Kind Regards,
Tracy
*Owner's note: Thanks for the feedback, all has been noted. With regard to the cooker rings, apparently housekeeping hadn't put them back
properly which is why they weren't functioning properly, this has been sorted.
With regard to the Sky package in Mambos, I will follow up with the new company that has recently taken over the running of the bar &
restaurant to see what their plans are. However, I'm glad you had a great time and would love to have you stay with us again.

Tracy Fitzgerald UK

20-Jul-11

Dear Lisa
Just a note to say thank you so much for letting us have the wonderful apartment at Bahama Bay
Everything was perfect
Standard of the apartment was excellent, with every appliance and amenity available
Directions from airport were spot on
Will be highly recommending it to anybody who is interested
Once again thank you helping us have a wonderful holiday
Yours
Sarah Mason

Sarah Mason
W.Sussex, UK

09-Jul-11

Hi Lisa,
Thank you, we had a fantastic time in Florida. The apartment exceeded our expectations and we found it extremely comfortable.
The staff were very helpful, in particular the barman Joe, who went out of his way to look after us. There was one lady on reception who was a
bit grumpy when I asked for some assistance but that was the only negative point I could possibly raise.
We'll certainly be in touch again if and when we return to Florida.
Regards
Alex Fawcett
*Owner's note: thanks for your comments, I'm glad you all had a great (if short) time and your feedback has been passed onto the relevant
Resort Staff Management.

Alex Fawcett Brazil

15-Mar-11

Lisa
As with everyone else we thought your apartment was first class. I'm not sure what we were expecting but it was just so spacious and
comfortable - easily enough room for a family of 6. The staff at the resort were, without exception, pleasant and helpful. Overall it ranks in my
top 3 holidays!! Thanks again for your impeccable organisation and you can rest assured we are singing your praises to friends and family
(including a few reprobates at the Dog & Bacon)
Kind regards Gordon & Jacqui Crowe

Gordon & Jacqui
Crowe, Northampton

13-Mar-11

Hi Lisa
Thanks for your e-mail.
We had a wonderful time at Bahama Bay again this year. The apartment was lovely and very comfortable.
The weather was wonderful and we are looking very much to returning soon.
Thanks again. We had another lovely holiday.
All the best, Helena

H.Maclachlan
Sussex, UK

24-Jan-11

Hi Lisa,
The Apartment was lovely and a joy to come home to after a hard day at the parks. I cannot think of anything that springs to mind as being an
issue.
Take care
Jill x

Jill Owen UK

22-Jan-11

Hi Lisa,
We had a lovely holiday and loved the apartment.
The management company were excellent. We had two minor issues, which they sorted out immediately. One was that the safe had been left
locked and the other was that the wardrobe door in the main bedroom came off the runner at one side. Both were fixed very quickly, and we
even were left a message on the phone, saying that they hoped the work was carried out efficiently and please let them know if we had any
further problems, so top points for that!!
May I also compliment you Lisa, in the efficient and pleasant way that you dealt with our booking. The paperwork was beautifully presented
and gave us confidence that everything was going to be okay with our booking. That makes a great difference when booking a new resort and
with new people.
We would definitely like to stay at the Bahama Bay resort again in the future.
Thanks again and best regards
Chris & Mike Brennan

Chris & Mike Brennan
UK

05-Nov-10

Hi Lisa,
I just wanted to say "Thank you", we had a wonderful time staying in your apartment & all of your information & directions were really helpful.
We had a really fab holiday, although we were all really exhausted, & thankfully we managed to get home without being affected by the ash
cloud.
Thanks once again & I will pass your details on to anyone I know going to Orlando
love Donna

Donna & Matt Callan
Essex, UK

08-Oct-10

Lisa,
We’ve just got back from Florida, and wanted to email you to say how much we liked the apartment, it made a fantastic base for our holiday,
nicely away from the hubbub of International Drive, and the facilities were great. I’d thoroughly recommend the apartment to anyone else
considering going to Florida.
Many thanks,
Steve

S. Brittan & Family UK

31-Aug-10

Hi Lisa,
We had a fantastic time. Apartment was great. The whole complex was outstanding. Staff very helpful. Had trouble with safe due to 2 year old
granddaughter pressing buttons, someone came out straight away and sorted it for us. Had to take other granddaughter to doctors and the
staff at reception very helpful advising us where to take her etc and giving us directions. No complaints what so ever!
Hoping to return to Florida with other members of the family in 2012 so will definitely be keeping hold of your details.
Thanks again for your part in our fantastic holiday.
Debbie.

Bowers Family
Southampton, UK

13-Jun-10

Hi Lisa,
We had a fantastic time thanks. The apartment is amazing with lots of facilities and useful items. We did ask the reception to replace the can
opener as that wasn't working. They were very quick to respond. We did buy a cheap butterfly one in the supermarket in the meantime and
even when we got the new one I found that easier to use. We left it in the drawer.
The location of the complex was perfect for us to visit the parks and other areas of interest (eg - the outlet stores!). We did spend quite a bit of
time by the pool too so it was perfect.
All of your information that you sent ahead of our trip was very useful and we really appreciate that and the attention that you gave to our
stay.
Kind regards,
Sarah

Trowbridge Family
Herts, UK

06-Jun-10

Hi Lisa, thanks for your message.
Yes we got back a few days ago, sorry I haven't emailed but I haven't stopped since we got home with work & socialising!
We absolutely loved the resort & the condo. It was very clean & spacious & all that we wanted. We did a few parks & lots of shopping but did
manage to spend one day around the pool!
We had a great holiday & will definitely recommend the condo & the resort to our friends.
Many thanks
Jane

Jane & Pete Norris
West Sussex, UK

17-May-10

I would just like to thank you for the use of the lovely apartment in the Bahama Bay Resort. The resort is fab and the pictures on the web page
don’t do it justice. The apartment was huge, clean and well contained. We didn’t want for anything.
The owners were very understanding and offered solutions when we thought we might have to postpone the holiday due to the volcanic ash
disruptions but we were very lucky and got away on time.
Thanks again
Jo

Jo Moore Chester, UK

15-May-10

Hi Lisa
Just a quick note to let you know how much we enjoyed our stay in your apartment at Bahama Bay. The apartment was clean and tidy with all
that we needed to hand. The staff were very helpful and polite. The only problem we had was that my wife found the hair drier was not
working after washing her hair (major disaster). I phoned reception to ask if it could be replaced some time. To our surprise and my wife’s
delight there was a knock at the door within (literally) a couple of minutes with a replacement hair drier. We would recommend Bahama Bay to
anyone and would love to go back some day.
Many thanks
Chris, Dorothy and Lewis Graham

Graham Family Lewis,
Scotland

03-Mar-10

Hi Lisa
We had a superb time once we got over the long flight. The weather was a bit cooler, but it was better for us. The girls enjoyed the heated
pool. There was little activity in the evenings at the resort, which was a bit surprising because it was quite busy the first week, but this wasn't a
problem. We were really happy with your refurbishment, it was a big improvement. It looked much nicer all round. Also, It was very nice to
see that the net on the balcony had been repaired, it might have been the milder weather, but there weren't any bugs this time, much to all our
delight !
We are talking about when we can get out again, so no doubt I will be in touch at some point.
Thanks again for making our stay so enjoyable, the late check-out is fantastic!
Talk to you soon Helena

Maclachlan Family
West Sussex, UK

25-Feb-10

Hi Lisa
Just to say we had a great holiday and thanks for the use of your lovely apartment. I'd be very happy to recommend it! I was also very
impressed with all the information, maps etc you provided. It certainly made everything very easy.
Kind regards
Louise

Louise Curd & family
UK

25-Jan-10

Hi Lisa,
We did have a wonderful vacation. Eight parks in 11 days, whew! But it was cold many of those days; we learned to dress in many layers.
We did cook and bake some. Christmas Day, we made a Gingerbread house with the girls, and I must say, they did a wonderful job. We made
and decorated cookies and a cake, all with pans I either purchased or brought with us. We also made dinner on 4-5 nights, and were able to
find what we needed to cook with.
We were able to swim at the pool on Christmas Day and New Years Eve Day, although there may have been other days we could have but we
were too busy at Disney. We had lots of fun at the pool. Even my 79 year old Mom used the facilities, and met lovely people to converse with.
My older granddaughter came home with the name and address of a new friend from England with whom she will be pen pals.
Having a washer and dryer was really convenient. We did lots of laundry and it was nice not having to go to a laundry mat. For that reason, and
many others, staying at Bahama Bay Resort sure beats staying in a hotel.
I am making scrapbooks (photo albums) for each of the girls. The front cover has a copy of the cover of the brochure they gave us when we
checked in. It had the number of the condo and Welcome, etc. I added Soucie Family because nothing was written in that space, but what a
nice start to their scrapbooks, and to our vacation. The folks in the club house were very nice-they even printed our boarding passes for
Southwest Airlines the day before we had to leave.
It was handy to have a WalMart so close. (We were there 3 times Christmas Eve!) I appreciate your giving us the information you shared before
our trip.
Our GPS hadn’t been updated recently and it told us to take 64B off I-4, and there was no 64B so we ended up going up to Exit 58 through ???
(can’t remember the name) and getting onto Ronald Reagan Parkway and onto 27 that way. We learned to take this route going to and from
Disney because the traffic was so bad getting there and home again on 192 (?) each way. I was kind of glad our GPS took us the wrong way.
If we ever decide to spend time in that area of Florida again, we will be in touch with you. I’m sure the girls will be ready to go back in a couple
of years!
Thank you

Soucie Family Maine,
USA

02-Nov-09

Hi Lisa,
Just to say we had an amazing holiday and loved your apartment. The girls were full of wow's when we entered the room. The staff were very
friendly and made us feel very welcome. It's a lovely resort with fantastic facilities so thankyou once again. I looked on the website briefly to
see if I could add comments but couldn't see anything so feel free to add my comments on your website.
Kind Regards and Many thanks
Siobhan

Siobhan Wakefield
Surrey, UK

19-Oct-09

Lisa,
We are now home after a great holiday. We really enjoyed the time we spent at your apartment. It was very comfortable and easy to make it
our home for the time we were there.
The information you sent was very useful and the people at the club house reception were very helpful.
Even the weather was great and the pool was marvellous for cooling off after a hot day at Disney.
Thank you very much. We will definitely recommend your apartment to our friends and use it if we go back to Florida.
Regards
Hazel and Garth

Hazel & Garth B Milton
Keynes, UK

14-Sep-09

Hi lisa. We had a great holiday thanks, the apartment was just as it appeared in the photos and everything worked fine with the check in etc
The security lock on the door was a good option, mainly to ensure little ones were kept in, as the other apartments we had stayed in didn't
have them fitted (it’s the little things that make the difference).
There was some noise from the apartment above on both weekends but a call to security soon quietened it down, other than that just as we
would expect
The new furniture was much better than what was in the others.
You never know we may be in touch for next year possibly June or August - any chance of a discount for a repeat customer?
Regards
Stuart & Kate
(16 night stay)
*Owner's response: I'm sorry if the noisy neighbours disturbed you on a couple of occasions, but am glad you managed to get it sorted unfortunately not all guests have the same consideration to others that many have.

Stuart & Kate G.
Scunthorpe, UK

22-Jul-09

Hi Lisa,
Thanks for the email. We had a fantastic time and the apartments were superb. Everything went well and the wedding was perfect. The
apartments were even bigger and better than we had expected. Everyone loved them.
We couldn't have asked for a better resort and would love to stay there again. I will definitely be in touch with you again if we return (maybe
next year!).
Thanks again and hopefully be in contact again in the future.
Richard

Richard D Birmingham,
UK

07-Jun-09

Hi Lisa,
We had a great time although suffered a bit with the heat -even the locals were suffering. It knocked me off my feet and felt quite ill for a
while. Far hotter than last time we were there but apparently it was an unexpected heat wave even by Florida standards.
Apartment was gorgeous, above and beyond expectations and all the facilities etc were as good as remembered. Was surprised at the size of it,
but then they don’t do anything small in America. Actually think the apartment is bigger than our house.
If we come back to Bahama Bay, we would definitely choose your apartment as it was pure luxury. I also won’t hesitate to recommend it to
others.
Thanks for helping make our holiday great!
Elaine

Elaine & Gavin Bristol,
UK

21-May-09

Hi Lisa,
Just wanted to let you know that we had a great time at the condo. It had everything we needed. We will be sure to contact you again on our
next visit to the Orlando area.
Thanks again,
Nicole

Nicole Dube Ontario,
Canada

06-May-09

Hi Lisa,
I have been meaning to email you. We had an absolutely fabulous time. Your apartment is lovely. It had everything we needed and was very
comfortable and well presented. In fact I would go as far to say it was probably the best we have stayed in to date. I will definitely be visiting
Florida again and would love to stay in your apartment again. I will be recommending your apartment to family and friends.
Kind Regards
Dave & Paula

Dave & Paula H.
Nottinghamshire, UK

28-Apr-09

Lisa,
Very pleased with standard of accommodation. Also found you a pleasure to deal with. Bahama Bay a lovely resort in Orlando (the best we
have stayed at).
Should we visit Orlando again we will be in touch .
Thanks Hugh.

Hugh Thomas Wales,
UK

24-Apr-09

Dear Lisa,
Many thanks for your email. We had a great holiday and were very happy with the apartment. It turned out to be much bigger than we had
imagined so we were delighted to have all the space. We didn't bring too many clothes with us as we planned to do some shopping, so having
the washer and drier was a boon. I appreciated the large number of towels at our disposal. It was also great to have easy internet access at the
clubhouse and Paul was able to make good use of it to keep in touch with work for short periods in the morning and the evening. We found the
staff there to be very helpful and friendly.
There was really nothing negative that we could say. Our only minor comments would be that it was difficult to find the fully off position on
the bath/shower tap in the bathroom of the main bedroom, and secondly the driving instructions given out by the clubhouse staff don't take
the new road into account - perhaps they could update these (of course, if one's husband hadn't forgotten the sat-nav, then one wouldn't need
the driving instructions in the first place!).
So, really, apart from the odd dip in the weather (which sadly you couldn't control) we had a fantastic time. We would highly recommend your
apartment to friends and would be very happy to come back again.
Best regards,
Ciara and Paul

Paul & Ciara Barker
Luxembourg

23-Apr-09

Hi Lisa
We are still here sunning ourselves at the beach not back until next week. Again we had a fantastic time in Orlando really could have done with
a few more days - the apartment was perfect for all our needs as always and the new decor and furniture was really nice. Our friends who
were staying down the road came back to have a look and were really impressed i did try my best sales pitch on them!
No doubt we will be back next year not sure when as complex was really quiet but the whole of disney was so busy so it may be back to feb.
thank you again and I’m sure i will be in touch soon to rebook!!
kate x

Kate McCabe UK

21-Mar-09

Hi Lisa,
Sorry for the late reply, I have been meaning to reply to you since the beginning of last week but the time has just flown by!
We had a fantastic holiday thank you...not a problem about the cot, it’s one of those things, our daughter slept in with us the first night as she
was a bit unsure of the new surroundings anyway so it worked out fine.
The villa was excellent, very spacious, clean and an absolute ideal location for all the attractions in Florida. The reception staff were friendly and
helpful and the facilities were also really good. I would definitely recommend the villa to friends and family and it was so nice to be able to do
some of my washing whilst I was there. I also liked the fact that although there were two families there we didn't feel on top of each other and
it was nice to have a bathroom each
Thank you for the correspondence regarding our holiday and hopefully we will speak again in the future when we return to Florida as we would
definitely use the Villa again.
Kindest Regards
Rachel

Howe Family Sussex,
UK

21-Feb-09

Hi Lisa,
We enjoyed staying at your apartment and spending time at the beach and pool. The property was well maintained and staff was very helpful
and friendly. Bahama Bay Resorts is conveniently located to parks and shopping. We made a trip to Blue Springs State Part and enjoyed seeing
the manatees swimming up river to the warm springs. Two days were in the high 70's! What a change from New Hampshire!
My Atlanta daughter's family was able to find another unit and was able to join us for the first weekend of our stay.
Thanks,
Ed and Susan

Ed Fernauld New
Hampshire, USA

15-Jan-09

Hello Lisa!
Our holiday was perfect. The apartment and the Resort was very nice. The people there was friendly. We will come back soon. Thank you for
your Help. Kind regards Doris and Sven
*Guest returning in January 2010!
Hi Lisa
Just some quick feedback on our holiday!! Thanks very much for all the support in the planning of the holiday. The advice was well appreciated.
The house was great and everything we needed was there. The club was also good and the staff very helpful (even when we ran out of toilet
paper at 10PM). It was my best holiday ever and I am sure we will be using your house again if it is available the next time we go.
My daughter asked me to say: "The house was pretty and we really enjoyed it." I think she liked the Disney channel on TV more than anything
else.
PS: We didn't expect the typhoon, but we live in Manchester, so the rain didn't dampen our moods too much.
Thanks and Regards
Norman

Keinrath Family Austria

Hi Lisa
Thanks for your message - we all had a fantastic time and everything was as good as we expected in your lovely apartment. We have stayed at
Bahama Bay before so know what a super place it is. Will be happy to give you a call next time we go!
Only small problem was with the service at the poolside restaurant, but maybe we were just unlucky and it certainly didn't spoil our stay.
Thanks again,
Michael Debbie Jake & Katie

Whitear Family UK

09-Aug-08

24-Apr-08

N. Stapelberg
Manchester, UK

21-Apr-08

Hi Lisa
Thank you for your email.
We had just the best time in Florida. The apartment was lovely and the staff were extremely helpful. When we arrived they had overlooked
leaving the welcome pack, but it was with us within 5 mins.
We had really only one negative point about the apartment, and that was the lack of patio space to sit/eat outside. It didn't particularly bother
us this time because we were out so much, but may have been a little restrictive if we had been there longer with a few 'chilling' days built into
our stay.
Having said this, there was nothing else you could have wished for in the apartment, and I would have no hesitation in recommending your
apartment to friends. The entire booking was managed with total efficiency and friendliness.
Kind regards
Jackie

Jackie Greenfield UK

20-Apr-08

Hi Lisa
We had a great time in Florida. Your apartment was perfect for us and everything was in good and clean condition. We will definitely have no
hesitation in booking your apartment again should we visit the Orlando area at a future time.
Thanks for everything.
Regards
Adrian Mc Grath

Adrian McGrath UK

25-Feb-08

Just a quick note to say thank you so much for the rental of your apartment - it was fantastic. The facilities were great and the kids loved the
pools and playground, I just wish we had been able to spend more time there. I am already planning next year's trip, so will be in touch!
Kate McCabe, England
Owners note: Guest is returning for a fourth time in April 2009!

Kate McCabe UK

20-Dec-07

Lisa, We just returned yesterday from our vacation. I wanted to let you know that we had a great time. The resort is really a beautiful place
and we loved your unit. Thank you again for your quick response and thorough information. We would return and recommend to others this
great resort.
With much thanks
Kari, Jamie, Garrett and Madalyn Sanders
Troy, Marion, and Macy Aldridge

Saunders & Aldridge
Families USA

10-Dec-07

Hello Lisa,
Back to Miami already, I wanted to tell you that you have a GREAT place. We really enjoyed it, and everyone was extremely happy with it.
Thanks for everything,
Steven

Steven Braun Brazil

09-Nov-07

Hi Lisa
Sorry for delay in replying to your email I can't believe we have been back for over a week.
We had a great time in Orlando and the apartment was a great base to stay. We never actually got around to use the pool facilities at Bahama
Bay but only because we were always on the go. The house was very well equipped and we found the house keeping staff very helpful when
required (the air con was making a real din when we arrived - but apparently it had been left on too low and had built up some ice - the
housekeeping guy sorted out as soon as we mentioned it).
Overall the house was very comfy and after a long day pounding the parks it was a lovely house to retreat to. During our first week there was
only 4 of us at the apartment, then during the second week my parents came out to join us. I found that during this time when there was 6 of
us we could have done with another settee as the bed settee was a bit uncomfy after a while - but I must stress this was the only item in the
house I would change* and it didn't impact on enjoyment of our holiday. (owner's note: furniture now replaced)
I appreciate all the assistance you provided in the run up to our holiday it was very helpful. Thanks for all your help and support. I would be
more than happy to recommend your apartment onto my friends and colleagues.
Kind Regards
Lesley

Lesley Rowsby UK

20-Jul-07

Lisa,
My wife and daughter had a great time. They loved the pool area and spent most of their time there. They had no complaints about the
apartment and my wife was saying she would definitely come back. The only complaint was the heat outside! She said the apartment was very
clean and felt comfortable during her stay. Thanks so much for letting them stay there at such a reasonable rate. Hope you are well!
Steve

Pagnotta Family US

16-Apr-07

Dear Lisa,
Have just recovered from our holiday which was great.
Your apartment was superb, being better equipped than our own home and was in a brilliant location and we will recommend it to
friends/family.
We would be more than happy to visit again (Which I will do soon if I can persuade Mrs Young!)
Thanks Again.
Kevin

Kevin Young UK

20-Mar-07

Hi Lisa,
Thank you for the follow-up. Jessika and I had a lovely stay at the apartment. The location is perfect and the facilities wonderful. The
apartment was clean and comfortable. Resort services and amenities are outstanding. If we return to Florida I will be sure to give you a ring.
Places we went and the grade I would give the overall experience. (In case you are interested.)
Discovery cove: A++
Cocoa Beach: BCirque Du Solei La Nouba: A++
Busch Gardens: A
Hang-out at the resort: A
MurderWatch Mystery Dinner Theatre: B

Shannon L Kennedy
USA

Thank you again,
Shannon

20-Feb-07

Hi Lisa
Just to say we had a fantastic time at Bahama Bay, the flat was great - very comfortable and the resort was attractive, very clean and wellstaffed.
We hope that we may be in touch again next year.
Thanks
Chris Thornton

Chris Thornton UK

30-Jan-07

Hi Lisa,
We had a wonderful time, the apartment was very nice, clean and homely and we thoroughly enjoyed our stay there. The resort facilities were
excellent, we particularly enjoyed the heated swimming pools and spas and the beach area. The grounds were so well maintained and all the
staff were friendly and helpful. Thank you for the opportunity to stay at this beautiful resort at such a good price.
Kind Regards
Marie

Marie Cartwright USA

16-Dec-06

Dear Lisa
We are now back home after our trip to Florida. Wow what apartment you have there!
We have travelled 360 miles in Florida and stayed at six places, none of the others beat your place - on a scale 1-10 there 10 is the best. You got
a 10 from us we really love it. If we return to Orlando again we really want to stay at your place again and I think we definitely will return to
Florida we like the living style there.
Best regards,
Jan & Marion Pettersson with Kids, Sweden

Jan & Marion
Pettersson Sweden

02-Aug-06

Hi Lisa
Thank you very much for letting us stay in your apartment. We had a lovely week there. We thought that the standard of the accommodation
was very good. It had everything we required. We found everyone on the complex very friendly & helpful including Juan who (when we
arrived) carried our 3 full size suitcases plus 2 heavy holdallls up all the stairs single handed in one go. If he had had room for me under his arm I
think he would have carried me up as well! What a character!
Unfortunately in one week we could not do justice to all the facilities there as we spent our time going round the theme parks. I wish that we
had had more time for the pools. The pool that we especially liked was the one
by the beach area. It has a really attractive setting, with the lake, pier and beach. The only thing that my husband (as our driver) would like to
add was that he thought the resort was a bit far out of the way for all the shops/attractions/theme parks. But I think what the resort offers
outweighs this and I would certainly consider coming back.
Many thanks
Gill
*Owner's note: a new road has now opened cutting minutes of the journey to the parks, especially Disney.

Gill Chudley UK

24-Jul-06

Dear Lisa,
We did indeed have a wonderful holiday thankyou ---- though to be honest it already seems like an age ago!!. The apartment we found to be
excellent - and Jayne was very pleased with the standard of cleanliness. The resort itself we also found to be excellent - both as a place to stop
and relax and also as a base to explore disney etc from. We would certainly consider returning should we return to Florida in the future (i
always say never again after the flights!) and have already recommended it to friends.
Thankyou for the use of your apartment and very best regards
David, Jayne & Edward

Watts Family UK

15-Jul-06

Dear Lisa
We have just returned from holiday at your condo! The apartment was great, and the resort is lovely. We hope to return again and would
definitely choose Bahama Bay.
Thanks again
Gill and family

Gill Siddons UK

01-Apr-06

Dear Lisa,
Thank you so much for letting us use your room at Bahama Bay. I can honestly say that my family had the time of their lives there... what a
beautiful place. Everything was wonderful and we enjoyed it all!
I hope that we will have the opportunity to get to Bahama Bay again... like I said, it was the most beautiful place we had ever been too. Laying
by the pool at the Tradewinds, you would never know that you were in Florida..it seemed like it was the Caribbean! And we were so blessed..
the weather was beautiful everyday! We have all come home with tans because we spent everyday in the pool. My son (who is 6) met a
wonderful friend from Northern Ireland, and they spend almost everyday swimming together, and now they will be writing to each other as
well! We will have wonderful memories ( and about 800 pictures!!) to remind us of our amazing vacation.
Well, Thank you so much for everything!
Annette Stephenson and family

Annette Stephenson
Canada

23-Mar-06

Hi Lisa,
We just returned from Florida and everything was wonderful. The accommodations are first rate and I have spent the morning recommending
the Resort to colleagues and passing along your website address. Thanks
for everything.
Diane

Diane McGrath Halifax,
Canada

